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ARCOTEL John F Berlin – "Lively, cosmopolitan, international" 

 

Fact-Sheet 

 

Corporate Group: ARCOTEL Hotel AG, Wien 

 

Owner: Dr. Renate Wimmer 

 

CEO: Martin Lachout 

 

Hotel Management: 

 

Tanja Schwarzer 

Opening: 

 

10th March, 2009 

 

Motto: "Lively, cosmopolitan, international": Guests will feel the liveliness of 
the place in the hotel’s extraordinary design. The cosmopolitan and in-
ternational atmosphere, which is created, among other things, by the 
John F’s close proximity to the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
becomes palpable at the hotel’s restaurant FOREIGN AFFAIRS and the 
TOWN BAR. 
 

Rooms: 190 rooms,  
including 112 comfort rooms (2 barrier-free rooms), 63 superior rooms,  

  5 junior suites, 3 suites, 5 panorama rooms, 2 theme rooms 
 

Theme rooms: International Style room: 
  inspired by typical design elements of the period from 1925 to 1965  
Kennedy room:  

  designed in the style of John F. Kennedys 
 

Room equipment: 

 

Air condition, minibar, in-room safe, cordless telephone, flat screen TV, 
DVD/CD player, high-speed internet access, desk, rocking chair,  
SKY Cinema 
 

Hotel facilities: Restaurant FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Hotel bar TOWN BAR  
Wellness & Fitness area  
Underground car park 
 

Meeting facilities: 

 

4 meeting rooms, combinable, some with natural daylight, state-of-the-art 
seminar equipment, including high-speed video conferencing   

Internet: Wireless high-speed internet access throughout the hotel  
 

Location:  The ARCOTEL John F Berlin is centrally located between the famous 
Museumsinsel and Gendarmenmarkt, directly at the Quartier am Aus-
wärtigen Amt in the district Berlin-Mitte. The walking distance to the fa-
mous Friedrichstraße and the Unter den Linden boulevard characterize 
the hotel as a unique address for Berlin travelers. 
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ARCOTEL John F Berlin – "Lively, cosmopolitan, international" 

 

The ARCOTEL John F is located directly in the district at the Foreign Office. This 4-star-superior hotel 

is located just a few minutes' walk from the Gendarmenmarkt square, in the immediate vicinity of the 

Museum Island, Friedrichstraße and the Unter den Linden boulevard. 190 exclusively equipped rooms, 

and suites appeal to business travelers and city trip lovers. Individually designed pieces of furniture, 

sophisticated design elements and the use of high-quality materials convey an elegant sense of living. 

The entire house is characterized by clear lines and details. In the lobby and in each room you will find 

ready-made rocking chairs for the ARCOTEL John F Berlin. Equally unique are the lamps, which are 

modeled on a dress of the former First Lady Jackie. 

 

Livelyness is conveyed to the guest through extraordinary design. Cosmopolitanism and 

internationality are noticeable through the proximity to the Foreign Office, the FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

restaurant and the TOWN BAR. "The motto of the ARCOTEL John F Berlin 'Lively, cosmopolitan, 

international' speaks for itself, because here our guests find in a central location the combination of 

international standards and the highest quality, but also the charm of a family-run company." says Dr. 

Renate Wimmer, owner of the ARCOTEL Group. 

 

Good reviews confirm excellent service 

In 2018 the ARCOTEL John F Berlin was also awarded the TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence. The 

TripAdvisor websites are the largest travel community in the world with over 661 million reviews and 

opinions (as of December 2018). This award confirms the outstanding individual care of the guests 

and their great satisfaction with the offers of the house. The German Institute for Sustainability and 

Economics awards the seal of approval "Secure Sustainability 2019" to ARCOTEL John F for its in-

vestments in the future. The ARCOTEL John F was also awarded "Excellent" in the guest ratings of 

the TrustYou portal (as of December 2018). 
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Theme rooms 

 
International Style Room 

The International Style room has been designed 

with elements of the design period from 1925 - 

1965 and shows typical elements of this period, 

like the “Wagenfeld Lampe”, a replica of a histo-

rical refrigerator and selected design furniture of 

the architect Marcel Breuer. 

 

Kennedy Room 

You are invited to feel like John F Kennedy in the 

“White House” with original curtain, like in the 

Oval Office , flagstaff and a rocking chair.  

The bedroom is designed like the First Lady’s 

bedroom. 

 

 

Culinary pleasure and classic cocktails with a modern twist 

The restaurant FOREIGN AFFAIRS provides enjoyable hours with regional and international delica-

cies, completely relaxed in a stylish ambience. The extraordinary repertoire of bourbons and whiskeys 

of the TOWN BAR is perfectly complemented by cocktail classics and their modern interpretation. The 

Whiskey Guide Deutschland 2019 recommends the TOWN Bar as a designated whiskey bar. 

 

 

The ARCOTEL Group, one of the largest privately-owned Austrian companies in the tourism industry, 

is clearly positioned in the business and city hotel sector. The ARCOTEL Group combines the person-

al and individual ambience of a family-run company with international standards, top quality and a 

solid financial basis. Founded in 1989, the Group currently comprises ten 4-star and 4-star-superior 

category hotels in Austria and Germany. ARCOTEL Hotels currently employ more than 650 people. 

www.arcotelhotels.com  

 

We are happy to provide any PHOTO MATERIAL by email upon request and kindly ask for a filing 

copy if it is used for publication! © ARCOTEL Hotels  

 

PRESS CONTACT: 

ARCOTEL Hotels 

  

MARISON DANTAS DA SILVA 

Head of Marketing 

T +43 1 485 5000-86 

E presse@arcotelhotels.com  

www.arcotelhotels.com       
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